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WONDERFUL four-timer

on September 7, saw the

talented juvenile Outside

World star in a Goodwood

treble, while three-year-old Bowman won

by a neck at Leicester.

Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed’s

beautifully bred Iffraaj filly Outside

World won a York novice event in July,

booking herself a place in the field for the

Group 2 Lowther Stakes at the Ebor

meeting.

Too keen to do herself justice on the

Knavesmire, she returned at Goodwood in

good nursery company. Ridden by Oisin

Murphy, she faced four rivals in a six-

furlong event.

Quickly away from the stalls, Outside

World settled down in the lead, with

Helvetique and Whistledown both racing

keenly in pursuit. Travelling strongly

throughout, Outside World was challenged

by Adaay in Asia who loomed up on the

outer with a furlong to run. But  Outside

World pulled out more in the closing

stages to score by half a length from

Adaay in Asia, with Calm Skies a length

and a half back in third.

Outside World is out of the Clodovil

mare, Nahoodh, whom Mark trained to

land the Group 1 Falmouth Stakes in

2008, and thus is a half-sister to the useful

Hawkesbury, a Listed winner in Abu

Dhabi and a three-time winner in Britain.

‘Outside World had done nothing

wrong on her first two starts,’ Mark told

the Klarion after the race.

‘We thought she was good enough to

step up to Pattern class in the Lowther,

which didn’t prove the case. For all this

was a valuable nursery, it was a step down

in class. There were no excuses at York

and she’s had to take a step down, but it’s

not impossible that she’d be back up to

that in the future. It looked to me she’d be

comfortable with a bit further.’

OUGIE Livingston’s five-year-

old Maxios gelding,

Themaxwecan, kicked off his

season with an impressive success at

Musselburgh and has contested many of

this year’s top staying handicaps.

He made a welcome return to the

winner’s enclosure at Goodwood, in a

handicap over two miles which he had

also won in 2019 as a three-year-old.

Oisin was in the saddle.

Turning for home, Themaxwecan raced

in fourth as the field began to group for

the finish. Making smooth progress on the

outer, he took the lead with less than two

furlongs to run, and kept on well to hold

the late challenge of Indigo Times by

three-quarters of a length.

HIS was a sixth career success

for Themaxwecan and it

confirmed his wellbeing in

advance of the Cesarewitch, a race for

which he has twice been placed in the big-

race trial.

‘It was a bit of a stop-start race and I

think Luke Morris (on Bodyline) was

trying to slow it up and pinch it,’ Mark

said.

‘I think Oisin had it covered and he

made it look simple on a horse who can

sometimes make life difficult. The

Cesarewitch would be the obvious target,

but we’ll see what he does between now

and then.’

Completing the Goodwood treble was

the much improved Toussarok, who

recorded a decent time in landing a six-

furlong handicap for Titanium Racing and

jockey Silvestre de Sousa.

Ultra-consistent, the Iffraaj gelding has

won or been placed in 13 of his 18 career

starts prior to Goodwood, and he faced

just four rivals in what looked,

nonetheless, a competitive affair.

Toussarok led the way in the middle of

the track in a group of four, while

Additional was switched left by Oisin

Murphy and raced against the stands’ rail.

Always in control in the centre of the

course, Toussarok kept on well to defy

Additional by half a length, recording his

fourth career success in the process.

Mark was delighted by the gelding’s

success. 

‘Toussarok is going the right way –

only out of the first two once in his last

seven runs.’

The four-timer was completed at

Leicester, where Bowman struck for

Kingsley Park 15 in a seven-furlong

handicap. Full details of the gelding’s

success can be read in our Kingsley Park

Partnerships News on page 12.

HE victories took the yard’s

September tally of winners to 13

after just seven days of the month

– a terrific start.
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What a fabulous foursome!

Themaxwecan wins at Goodwood under Oisin Murphy 
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